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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello everyone! Today I’ll be talking about our field work on JBER in Summer 2022, with our field team Sydney Thielke, Charlene Johnson, Kendra Holman, Cassandra Schoofs, and me, Charlie Weiss.
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Introduction
• We visited 70 of the 129 original field sites, plus 14 new ones, 

and took 383 data points
• Field work began on June 6th and ended on September 13th

• There were sometimes challenges in making a call for wetland 
or upland based on soils and hydrology

• Glacial landscape
• Weather conditions
• Seasonal frost layer

• Some Alaskan wetlands are difficult to delineate and require a 
specialized skillset

• Some spruce forests presented unique challenges
• Timing can have big effects

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This summer, we visited 70 of the 129 planned field sites, as well as 14 new ones, and took 383 data points! Field work occurred from June 6th to September 13th.In the field we found that soils and hydrology could pose challenges while making a call for upland or wetland. These come from the glacially formed landscape which creates many variations in terrain, the unusual weather conditions this summer, and restrictive layers such as the seasonal frost layer.Some Alaskan wetlands are difficult to delineate and require a specialized skillet. In particular, some spruce forests presented unique challenges which resulted in longer discussions about wetland or upland determination, both among our team and members of the Army Corps in our week-long delineation training. I’ll expand on spruce forest challenges later on.Timing could also have big effects—hydrology can change significantly throughout the season with precipitation and temperature. In fact, we had to change some planned riverine site visits to later in the season because water levels covered the wetlands we wanted to evaluate.
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• Pre-field work
• Field procedure
• Field conditions
• Field data examples

Each slide has page numbers, so 
please note them if you have a 
question

Today’s topics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today I’ll talk about our pre-field work, field procedures, conditions, and many field data examples.Each slide has page numbers, so please note them if you have a question for easy reference during our discussion at the end.



Pre-field work
• Digitized locations for all existing wetland data

• 448 Points from 1995-2019

• Identified field sites
• Complicated habitats
• Unclear image signatures
• Obvious wetlands and uplands
• Redundancy

• Trainings
• Bear safety
• Range safety/unexploded devices
• USACE wetland delineation training
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Back in May, I digitized locations for all existing wetland data from prior delineations on JBER. This turned out to be 448 points from 1995-2019, which are the blue squares in this graphic. Some points could be a bit spatially off, but were still useful to compare our data to.Sydney identified our field sites based on complicated habitats, unclear image signatures, and obvious wetlands and uplands. There was built in redundancy, which helped give us some flexibility.We also had some trainings, such as the bear safety training, unexploded devices training, and the Army Corps training partway into the season.



Field procedure
• Assess vegetation, soils, and hydrology

• Take photo points
• Collected GPS locations

• Extra discussion on strange conditions or 
relevant history (unusual precipitation, treefall, 
etc.)

• Make a call for wetland or upland (including 
Cowardin code)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the field, we collected data on an iPad in Esri Field Maps with the configuration shown in this image. We had fields for vegetation, soils, and hydrology, and took photo points. Field Maps also automatically recorded GPS locations and the date.Extra discussions we had were very valuable, illuminating strange conditions or relevant history such as unusual precipitation, windthrow in some areas, and changes in development.After this discussion, we made preliminary calls for wetland or upland including Cowardin code, though this isn’t necessarily the final call for mapping.



Field Conditions
• First half of summer was very dry, and the second half very wet!

• Made hydrology calls more difficult

• Some difficult terrain
• Scrubby, hilly, painful plants
• Could not access some places
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https://www.weather.gov/afc/localclimate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is a screenshot from weather.gov of cumulative precipitation this year from January 1st to present. As you can see (and remember), the first half of the summer was very dry, and the second half very wet. This made hydrology calls more difficult as areas that were obviously wetland with FACW vegetation could be dry, and later in the season there could practically be sheetflow on steep slopes.There was also some difficult terrain such as thick scrubs, hills, and painful plants like devil’s club. Some areas we couldn’t access due to terrain and time, or training area availability.



Field Data Examples
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now I’ll get into the field data examples!



Environments

• Bluejoint grass fields

• Spruce stands

• Mosaics

• Windthrow

• Alpine Swales

• Bogs/Fens

• Riverine

• Upland
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We visited many environments, include bluejoint grass fields, spruce stands, mosaics, areas with windthrow, alpine swales, bogs or fens, riverine areas, and uplands.



Bluejoint Grass Fields
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First I’ll talk about bluejoint grass fields, which presented many different conditions



Bluejoint Grass Fields

• Confirmed variation between different sites

• Will rely on landscape clues and association to 
determine wetland status, water regimes, and 
boundaries

• Depressions
• Mild slopes
• Adjacent to obvious wetlands
• Connectivity between highly saturated areas
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While visiting bluejoint grass fields, we confirmed suspected variation between different sites. Wetland status, water regimes, and boundaries varied by landscape and association to other wetlands, and we were able to document the conditions in many different types of areas. We saw grass fields in depressions, mild slopes, ones adjacent to obvious wetlands, and some with connectivity between highly saturated areas. I’ll expand on each of these landscapes in the next slides.



11Bluejoint Grass Fields - Depressions
• Representative example of isolated bluejoint grass wetlands– standing water, organic soils

• Overall depression, slight elevation change to northeast transitions to upland

• Photo captures border between grass wetland (standing water) and upland (healthy upland vegetation 
including birch trees and high bush cranberry)

Example: Site 74 (149.6815264°W 61.2997101°N) visited 7/27/22

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Here’s a representative example of an isolated bluejoint grass wetland in a depression. It had standing water and organic soils. In this imagery you can see a slight elevation change in the northeast, which was enough to change from wetland to upland. This photo captures this change from the bluejoint with standing water to a healthy birch forest with upland understory, with plants such as highbush cranberry.This shows how we can identify this type of wetland, and what we’ll need to look at to mark the proper border.



Bluejoint Grass Fields – Mild slopes
• Southwest to Northeast captures transition from upland to wetland
• Careful consideration required to map accurate boundary on mild slope– only just started to encounter consistent 

wetland hydrology at northernmost point
• Soil sample from northernmost point much less obviously hydric than depressional grass wetlands, but still organic 

and moist with some redoximorphic features on pore linings
Example: Unnamed site (149.7548639°W 61.2760934°N) visited 6/15/22
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This example shows a bluejoint grass field on a mild slope. You can see the elevation gradient from the southwest to the northeast which corresponded to a transition from upland to wetland. We’ll need to carefully consider all our data to map this boundary accurately on the mild slope, because we only just started to see consistent wetland hydrology at that northernmost point.This soil sample shows the difference between this landscape and the moist, organic soils we saw in depressional grass fields. It’s much less obviously hydric, but we still noted organic content with some redox features on the pore linings.



Bluejoint Grass Fields – Adjacent Association
• Photo from southernmost field point captures standing water in grass field

• In depression and adjacent to obvious wetlands with inundation visible in imagery
• May have different water regimes based on hydrology– encountered conditions from saturated soils to 

standing water

Example: Site 50 (149.6858189°W 61.3446902°N) visited 7/20/22
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This example shows bluejoint grass associated with a bog.The photo is from the southernmost field point and shows deep standing water among the bluejoint. The wetland overall is in a depression and has inundation visible in the imagery.These areas were reliably wetland, but may have different water regimes based on hydrology. We encountered conditions from saturated soils to standing water.



Bluejoint Grass Fields - Connectivity 14

• Grass bordered by upland plants like healthy birch (visible in imagery) and roses

• Channels with water-stained leaves support determination that connectivity exists between associated 
wetlands to the northeast and southwest

• Landform also supports determination that connectivity exists

Example: Site 9 (149.6260310°W 61.3609438°N ) visited 7/21/22

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we have an example of connectivityAt those data points, we saw grass bordered by upland plants like healthy birch and roses, but there were channels with water-stained leaves that support the determination that connectivity exists between the associated wetlands to the northeast and southwest. The landform itself also supports this connectivity.



Spruce Stands
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now we’ll get into spruce stands



Spruce Stands

• Confirmed difficulty of 
classification in some areas

• Wetland
• Stunted/scrubby black spruce 

adjacent to bogs/fens
• Healthier black spruce trees

• Upland
• Mixed stands of black and white 

spruce
• White spruce stands killed by 

spruce beetles
• Stands of spruce mixed with 

deciduous trees
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We encountered many different conditions in spruce stands, some of which confirmed that there are areas that will be difficult to classify.Spruce stands on the wetland side included stunted and scrubby black spruce adjacent to bogs and fens and healthier, but not robust, stands with only black spruce.Spruce uplands included mixed stands of black and white spruce, white spruce stands killed by spruce beetles, and stands of spruce mixed with deciduous trees.
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Spruce – stunted/scrubby black spruce
• Stunted and scrubby within or bordering bog/fen conditions

• Saturated with wetland vegetation (Leatherleaf, Sweet Gale, sphagnum) understory

Example: Site 57 (149.6114086°W 61.3769882°N) visited 7/21/2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Areas with stunted and scrubby black spruce were very easy to identify as wetlands. We saw this type of black spruce within or bordering bog or fen conditions. These stands were saturated and had an understory of wetland vegetation, including leatherleaf, sweet gale, and sphagnum. The aerial signature is also very unique.
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Spruce – Healthier black spruce trees
• Photo (from midpoint) shows undulating terrain with tightly growing black spruce and FAC vegetation (low 

bush cranberry, Labrador tea). Sphagnum grows in microdepressions.
• This example shows transition from upland to wetland in a spruce forest on an elevation gradient. The 

westernmost point has upland indicators.
• Black spruce wetlands grow in close proximity to spruce uplands

Example: Site 94 (149.6627757°W 61.3730331°N) visited 7/6/2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Forests with healthier black spruce trees could be much more challenging areas while deciding on wetland or upland status. The photo is from the data point in the middle, where we decided it was a black spruce wetland. It shows terrain with microtopography and tightly growing black spruce. The understory was largely facultative vegetation such as low bush cranberry and Labrador tea, which was a much less strong indicator than the wetland shrubs we saw in the slide before this one. However, we did find sphagnum growing in the microdepressions. This example is a good one to show the transition from wetland to upland along an elevation gradient in a spruce forest. The westernmost data point, near the top of the hill there, has upland indicators such as dry soils, FACU vegetation, and dry hydrology. You can see how black spruce wetlands grow in close proximity to spruce uplands. The uplands and wetlands have incredibly similar aerial signatures as well, which increases the challenge.
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Spruce – Mixed stands of black and white spruce
• Tall, happy spruce mix with upland understory (rose, birch tree saplings)

• Flatter microtopography, more open space

• Introduces questions compared to spruce forest wetlands

Example: Site 73 (149.6520256°W 61.3814799°N) visited 7/13/2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of a mixed black and white spruce stand. This is another big challenge area. Looking at the elevation data, you can see that this is a relic drainage channel, with some development to the east. The elevation data supports accumulation and flow of water, but when we visited the site we found many upland indicators. For example, the photo shows tall, happy spruces with an upland understory such as rose and birch tree saplings. We found sandy, bright soil as well and didn’t see wetland hydrology indicators. Other characteristics we noted were the flatter microtopography and more open space between the trees. Again, these areas are interesting compared to spruce forest wetlands because they can look similar in imagery and topographic position—this area in particular will rely on a deep understanding of hydrology in the overall landscape and how it is influenced by the development to accurately map it.
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Spruce – Beetle kill white spruce
• Also black and white spruce mix with upland understory, but this example has higher amount of beetle kill spruce

• Bark beetles primarily attack white spruce rather than black spruce

• Signature contains teal-ish dead trees

• Trees more spaced out, higher on elevation gradient
Example: Site 91 (149.7021607°W 61.3471570°N) visited 7/20/2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is also a mixed spruce stand, but this example has a higher amount of beetle kill spruce. Since bark beetles primarily attack white spruce rather than black spruce, this beetle kill suggests a higher presence of white spruce in general. The photo signature is unique among spruce signatures, which is useful for delineating.https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/r10/communityforests/?cid=fsbdev2_038390
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Spruce – Spruce mixed with deciduous trees
• Trees spread out wider, upland vegetation in understory, dry soils

• Imagery shows variation of tree shapes and texture

• Example at Clunie Creek

Example: Site 88 (149.6955644°W 61.3208378°N) visited 7/20/2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we have spruce mixed with deciduous trees. This example is from the Clunie creek area. The trees are again spread out wider, and there is upland vegetation in the understory as well as dry soils. The imagery shows variation of tree shapes and texture to help identify these sites.



Mosaics
Many throughout JBER-- here are two types
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are many mosaicked areas on JBER, which are areas with both wetland and upland characteristics. I’ll cover two of the types we encountered, but this isn’t necessarily comprehensive.
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Mosaics – Cross-hatched
• Areas cross-hatched with old logs over boot-topping saturation. Upland vegetation grows on stumps and 

rises.
• Occurred where there was treefall in landforms that encourage inundation (depressions, toe slopes)
• Photo shows old fallen log with wetland vegetation (Equisetum palustre) on either side in the valleys, but 

upland vegetation (roses and high bush cranberry) on the rises.
Example: Site 70 (149.8706310°W 61.2571859°N) visited 6/15/2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a fairly large area cross-hatched with old logs over boot-topping saturation. This photo shows how upland vegetation such as roses are able to establish themselves on the stumps and rises, while there is saturation on either side of the log with marsh horsetail. This vegetation mix creates a mosaic signature in the imagery.These mosaics occurred where there was treefall in landforms that encourage inundation like depressions and toe slopes. There is also association with other nearby wetlands which gives us clues about wetland status in the overall landscape.As you can imagine, this area was pretty physically difficult to navigate. We had to balance on these logs, which were often hard to see, while pushing our way through some scrubs and shrubs. We may have had a couple accidents slipping off the logs into some very strong hydrology indicators.
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Mosaics – Upland Forest
• Areas with healthy deciduous tree cover (largely birch trees) over minor pockets of saturation or water-

stained leaves. Pockets are scattered throughout area but not dominant

• Photo shows close mix of FACU and FAC vegetation over water-stained leaves

• Area is in a minor depression, but dominated by healthy birch

Example: Site 13 (149.5785068°W 61.3714788°N) visited 7/14/2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This site shows a mosaic in the understory of an upland forest. There is healthy deciduous cover over minor pockets of saturation or water-stained leaves. These pockets are scattered throughout the area, but aren’t dominant.This area leans toward upland, with a mix of FACU and FAC vegetation. Landscape-wise it’s in a minor depression, but overall it is dominated by healthy birch.



Windthrow
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Windthrow was a bit of a surprise for me and Sydney! It covers a lot of area on JBER.



26Windthrow
• Creates open pockets in forest

• No discernible change from upland to wetland along walk west to 
east (note: very difficult walking!)

• 2009 (top right) shows change in last decade

• Signature to watch out for– red herring for bluejoint grass wetlands

Example: Site 12 (149.5724396°W 61.3700452°N) visited 7/14/2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Windthrow creates open pockets in the forest, which can be a red herring for bluejoint grass wetlands. On this particular walk from west to east, there wasn’t a change from upland to wetland, even through those open pockets.This image in the top right corner is from 2009 and shows the landscape before the storm that knocked these trees over. Historic imagery may be a useful reference, but the fallen logs are also visible in the higher resolution imagery.



Alpine Swales
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also visited the alpine!
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Alpine Swales
• Unique wetland type

• Significant microtopography on slopes makes for complex hydrology

Example: Site 124 (149.6103569°W 61.1974506°N) visited 7/7/2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are a unique wetland type. Hydrology is very different from the other wetland we visited because of significant microtopography and slopes. Soils were interesting and differed in the depressions and rises.There is a lot to consider in these areas, including our target mapping unit of a quarter acre.



Bogs and Fens
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bogs and fens were fun and obvious. They technically have different definitions based on hydrology, but I’ve lumped them together here because they share very similar biologic and water regime characteristics, and subsequently often have similar Cowardin codes that apply to each, regardless of whether the area is a bog or a fen.
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Example: Site 57 (149.6114086°W 61.3769882°N) visited 7/21/2022
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Bogs and Fens

Example: Site

• Occur in depressions and have nested types of wetlands
• Standing water in middle with obligate emergent veg (marsh five finger, carex), then saturated wetland shrubs 

(leatherleaf, bog rosemary, dwarf birch) with sphagnum understory, then bluejoint grass
• Sometimes bordered or scattered with scrubby black spruce. Sometimes has shallow permanently flooded 

water in the middle.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These occur in depressions and have nested types of wetlands. They generally have standing water in the middle with obligate vegetation like carex and marsh five finger. Around this there are wetland shrubs like leatherleaf and bog rosemary with a wetland understory, and then a transition to bluejoint grass. They are sometimes bordered or scattered with scrubby black spruce, like this one,  and sometimes have a permanently flooded area in the middle, also like this one.We were also lucky enough to encounter sundews here!



Riverine
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now we have an example of a riverine wetland
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Riverine
• Timing in season changed scheduled field days because of high water levels

• Captured conditions on borders. 

• Many larger terraces were upland, scrubby vegetation.

Example: New site (149.7737292°W 61.2372472°N) visited 7/28/2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This example is in the cantonment area. We originally planned to visit sites like this in the beginning of our field work, but adjusted the timing for later because of high water levels that obscured the areas of interest.We particularly wanted to capture conditions on the borders of rivers. Conditions varied, but many larger terraces were upland with scrubby vegetation.



Uplands
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now let’s talk about uplands



Uplands

• A few types of obvious uplands
• Highly disturbed
• Upland scrub/shrub
• Upland deciduous forest
• Steep slopes
• Rocky alpine
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There were a few types of obvious uplands, including highly disturbed areas, upland scrub, upland deciduous forest, steep slopes, and rocky alpine.
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Upland -- Highly disturbed areas
• Clearly manmade features

Example: Site 8 (149.6677471°W 61.3525483°N) visited 7/6/2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These were clearly manmade features, such as this flat gravel area. There isn’t much to discuss, but it was useful to document.
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Upland – Upland Scrub/Shrub
• Vegetation includes dwarf dogwood, FAC willows, roses, aspen and birch saplings, fireweed, etc.

• Sometimes created from human disturbance (military use, moose habitat)

Example: Site 52 (149.6700581°W 61.3408482°N) visited 7/6/2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These were also quick calls. Vegetation included dwarf dogwood, FAC/FACU willows, roses, aspen and birch saplings, and fireweed. Some of these were historically used by the military, and some were created for moose habitat which could give a misleading signature from the shorter shrubs.
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Upland – Deciduous forest
• Dominated by aspens, cottonwood, and birch

Example: Site 118 (149.5699863°W 61.4025264°N) visited 7/13/2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s a quick example of an upland forest dominated by aspens, cottonwood, and birch. You can see some devil’s club in this example as well.



Other interesting areas
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s a couple examples of other interesting areas.
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Site 5 (drop zone)
• Interesting imagery signatures and mottled landscape

• Currently mostly not mapped as wetlands, but field observations found some new areas that are clearly 
wetland

Example: Site 5 (149.6529108°W 61.3589459°N) visited 7/13/2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This area has some different imagery signatures from other wetlands and has a mottled landscape. While it currently is mostly not mapped as wetland, our field observations revealed some areas that were obviously wet. Where there are field points around site 5, we found that the ground was highly saturated and squishy, and this photo shows a dominance of carex and some cottongrass. Looking at the imagery in the northeast corner, we can also see water accumulating on the east side of the road, followed by a darker signature and microtopograpy running diagonally from that northeast corner to the southwest. The terrain in the area overall varied a bit from historic and current military use, and there were still upland areas as well.



Summary

• Visited alpine, disturbed cantonment 
areas, most of the training areas

• Did not visit estuarine environments due 
to difficult access

• We have 383 field data points
• This field data is only one piece of the 

puzzle
• Elevation
• Imagery signatures
• Prior field data
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
That was a lot of examples!So, in review, we visited many different areas, including the alpine, disturbed cantonment areas, and a majority of the training areas. We documented many environments, including bluejoint grass fields, spruce stands, mosaics, areas with windthrow, alpine swales, bogs or fens, riverine areas, and uplands, including the many variations in some of them.Unfortunately, we were not able to visit estuarine environments due to difficult access. However, we are confident we have the data we need to succeed.We collected 383 field data points, which are the green flags in this image. However, this field data is only one piece of the puzzle. We’ll be using this new data along with elevation, imagery signatures, and prior field data to create a beautiful updated wetland inventory.



Thank you all for a very fulfilling field experience!  
Our team worked hard and I am proud of our work 
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Let us discuss!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Which brings us to our discussion!
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